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Abstract—Since 2009, more than 40 million iPhone and iPad users have downloaded more than 1 billion apps through the App store. The drastic increase in the use of mobile applications has formed new ways of English Language Arts education. In recent years, the representation of William Shakespeare, the English poet and playwright legacies such as books, poems, plays and birthplace has also been extended to mobile applications. Learning Shakespeare’s works through mobile devices will move learning out of the classroom and into the learner’s real and virtual environments which has raised the interest among language educators. This paper describes a project which examines the current developments in mobile learning applications of English literature with a focus on Shakespeare-related apps. Apps related to Shakespeare listed in iTunes were explored. We discuss the different types of apps that are applicable to language art learning. Based on Naismith, et al.’s mobile learning research, the learning theories that are related to this new medium are identified and discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Smartphones have the strongest sales growth in the global mobile market in recent years. 153.9 smartphones are sold in the world in 2012 [1]. Alongside the pervasiveness of smartphones, mobile applications are becoming popular. More than 40 million iPhone and iPad users have downloaded more than 1 billion apps through the App store since 2009 [2]. People use apps not only because they could provide immediate service, feature, or experience for commercial purposes [2] but also improve access to learning and hence, promote new learning.

The drastic increase in the use of mobile applications has formed a new way for learning. Learning through mobile applications could be regarded as mobile learning or m-learning [3]. It refers to all the learning possibilities with any portable, lightweight devices that are small to be held in one’s hand or place in a pocket [3]. It has raised the interest among language educators as mobile devices are easily accessible, portable and ubiquitous. Mobile learning moves learning outside classroom and extend learner’s experience to real and virtual contexts [4]. Learners could enjoy dynamic multimedia experiences and search for context specific resources.

An initial review of the existing literature of mobile learning shows that there is no one single definition of mobile learning. Mobile learning is known in many different terms namely, m-learning, personalized learning, ubiquitous learning, u-learning, learning while mobile, anytime/anywhere learning, and handheld learning. Definitions of mobile learning have proceeded from different starting points. Research studies of mobile learning mainly focused on mobility. These studies defined mobile learning as any training with the use of mobile devices including mobile phones, digital audio players, voice recorders, cameras, etc. For instance, mobile learning is defined as the use of pervasive handheld technologies, and wireless networks, to improve and broaden the scope of learning and teaching. It means that mobile learning can be in anywhere such as, classrooms, dining rooms or buses [5]. Similarly, mobile learning is regarded as any learning activities that occurred when the learner took the benefits of the learning opportunities provided by mobile technologies in which learners could involve in educational activities without the constraints of physical location [6]. Mobile learning is defined as e-learning which could be in anywhere at any time with the employment of mobile communication devices, for example, an iPod, a personal digital assistant (PDA), and a mobile phone [7]. These definitions focused on mobility and are technocentric in which they concentrated on the size of mobile devices.

Some studies investigated the use of content for mobile learning employing learning object metadata (e.g., [8]-[11]). There are research examining how library systems were used international standard content in mobile environments to facilitate e-learning ([12], [13]) and the manipulation of mobile devices for teaching and online learning ([18], [14]-[16]). In the context of Hong Kong, different projects of mobile learning were done by tertiary institutions, for example, So examined teaching and learning with SMS in the University of Hong Kong and suggests that SMS was the most popular access model for mobile learning [17]. The University of Hong Kong had designed mobile games for the Beijing Olympic Equestrian so that students could learn the history of Olympic Games and equestrian events [18].

In addition to the growing popularity of employing mobile applications in tertiary education, a shift of teaching practices in primary and secondary schools was also recognized. In our own initial foray of newspapers, an increasing number of schools had prepared for mobile apps learning ([19], [20]). Schools nowadays are willing to allocate more resources in purchasing mobile learning equipment for teachers and students in which tailor-made mobile applications are produced so as to enhance students’ learning motivations. All these suggest that mobile learning is gaining popularity in the recent decade. It is interesting to explore the exploitation of...
mobile learning technologies through Shakespeare mobile applications for English language arts education.

II. SHAKESPEARE IN HONG KONG

Though the literary merits of the Shakespeare’s works have long been recognised, teaching students with the Bard’s work has not been a trend in Hong Kong. In a news article by South China Morning Post exploring the current situation of teaching Shakespeare’s works in Hong Kong, Gary Harfitt, a University of Hong Kong teaching consultant in the Education Faculty’s Division of Language and Literature argued that teachers were reluctant in teaching English with the Bard’s works. In his view, one of the reasons is that teachers generally hold a misconception that Bard’s works are only suitable to students with a high English proficiency. Students with a lower proficiency would therefore, not be able to understand the English vocabulary in the prose. Such a misconception held by teachers thus hindered students’ development on their self-esteem and confidence in speaking English as well as improving their pronunciation. It is suggested that studying Shakespeare could enhance students’ understanding of the English language such as learning well-known phrases that are commonly used in modern English [21]. Such a view is in line with the findings of a survey conducted in 2005 - 2006 by University of Hong Kong (HKU)’s Policy 21 Limited Research Unit concerning the effectiveness of conducting Shakespeare drama classes. The survey findings indicate that 93% of the teachers believed that learning Shakespeare dramas would increase students’ confidence in speaking English; 77% of students expressed that there was a boost of confidence in speaking English; and 85% of them believed that their pronunciation had enhanced.

III. DEVELOPMENT OF SHAKESPEARE LEARNING MATERIALS

With the advancement of technology, learning Shakespeare is no longer static but has been evolving from printed texts to other media which are more dynamic such as television, film, websites and mobile apps. The use of media like television, film, animation in teaching Shakespeare has been addressed in literature. For example, Tashman argued that ‘watching TV show was a meaninglessly passive activity’ [22]. Kissler on the other hand, advocated the use of film in teaching Shakespeare, claiming that videotapes could be ‘amazingly simple one to teach at almost any level’ [23]. In her discussion, Kissler detailed her own approach in integrating videotapes with other classroom activities like students’ mock interviews and assignments etc. These studies show the different teaching vehicles of Shakespeare in 1960s other than merely using print texts. At the same period of time, teaching materials of Shakespeare have been started to be digitalized.

“Digital Shakespeare” refers to Shakespeare’s texts in electronic form [24]. It began in 1960s in West Germany where there was a team led by Marvin Spevack designed a massive concordance to Shakespeare’s complete works [24]. The concordance was run by computers but it was slow in which the texts had to be input by a double entry key-punching system [24]. It was not interactive and was merely a large, printed object with nine volumes. The concordance has later evolved into a sophisticated database with a great pool of lexical information which allows users to search Shakespeare’s complete work by morphemes, words, syntax and characters [24]. The corpus is now available in CD-ROM which helps linguistic analysis of characters, for example, the linguistic features of nobility and commoners [24]. In addition to the development of Shakespeare concordance in CD-ROM, the database of Shakespeare’s plays had been extended to hypertext in 1990s in which texts could be interlinked and users could search every word occurrence, read footnotes and commentary by clicking the mouse [24]. Later, hypertext had also evolved into multimedia format which allowed digital Shakespeare to move beyond texts to incorporate moving images as well [24].

In the 21st century, Shakespeare’s works have been migrated from websites to mobile applications. Similar to the medium like film, comics, television and websites, mobile applications developers have recognized the educational value in teaching Shakespeare. Numerous Shakespeare-related apps are produced such as audio books, quizzes and famous quotes. Teachers and students could enjoy and expose themselves to the entirety of work through mobile devices. Though there is a spur of research studies focusing on mobile application [25], many of the scholarly interests have centred on the technical issues ([26], [27]), rather than educational apps which have considerable potential to shed light on the way how technology can enhance students’ learning abilities. This paper seeks to make a unique contribution to this rapidly developing field by investigating the mobile applications from an educational point of view. In particular, it seeks to discuss relevant learning theories of some educational apps. As suggested by Small, teachers of English language art are required to exploit a variety of materials instead of merely relying on a single textbook [28], this paper will highlight how these educational apps could aid and supplement the English language arts curriculum.

IV. MOBILE LEARNING THEORIES

Our study discusses Shakespeare’s mobile apps by mobile learning theories namely, behaviourism, cognitivist learning, situated learning, collaborative learning, informal and lifelong learning, and learning and teaching support [29]. Table I summarizes the different theories and examples of studies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theories</th>
<th>Examples of research</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Behaviourist</td>
<td>[30], [31]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constructivist</td>
<td>[32]-[34]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Situated learning</td>
<td>[35], [36]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collaborative learning</td>
<td>[37]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Informal and lifelong learning</td>
<td>[38], [39]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning and teaching support</td>
<td>[40]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the behaviourist learning paradigm, learning stresses the
reinforcement of the relation between a specific stimulus and response [41]. Mobile learning could enhance behaviourist learning process through stimulus, response and feedback procedures. Teachers use mobile devices to illustrate knowledge or questions (stimulus), learners respond to the materials (response), and the mobile device provides appropriate feedback to learners (reinforcement). The drill and feedback tasks can be regarded as an example of the behaviourist learning paradigm, for instance, the use of PDAs and mobiles for language learning [30] and the provision of feedback on multiple choice through classroom response systems [31].

Constructivist learning is concerned with the construction of new notions building on existing and prior knowledge [32]. Constructivist approach regards learning as an active process in which learners create new ideas based on their knowledge. With mobile devices serving as supporting tools, learners could be active constructors of knowledge in a real-life context. Instances could be found when students examine problems in an environment with GPS in portable personal computer [34] and the adoption of PDAs to model the transmission of a virus [33].

Situated learning refers to the tasks that support learning within an authentic context [42]. Learning is knowledge acquisition as well as an experience of social participation. Learners are presented with knowledge in authentic situations and they learn by participating in the community of practice. Mobile devices could be used for situated learning with the context-aware applications such as the use of PDA for field studies such as taking photographs, taking observation notes and processing data; iPods for listening to instructions in field-based activities; and pocket personal computer in museums for having interactive audio-visual tour. Examples of situated learning are the exploitation of PDAs for investigating ecosystem [35] and pocket personal computers to listen to commentary and watch videos [36].

Collaborative learning promotes learning by social interaction which could be realised by the use of mobile devices for interactions and collaboration between learners [29]. Mobile devices allow learners to share files, data and messages. Cortez, et al. proposed a system of collaborative learning with mobile computers to support teachers in high schools to arrange classroom activities and analyse students’ performance [37].

Informal and lifelong learning suggest that learning can happen anytime which mean learning outside a formal curriculum [29]. Informal learning can be planned through learning projects [43] or unplanned, by televisions, newspapers, observations, conversations, etc. Mobile devices offer informal learning support because of their portable nature which makes them easy for recording and sharing information. Lifelong learning happens when learners enhance their knowledge through continuing vocational and professional education in their lifetime [1]. Examples of informal and lifelong learning are young learners using mobile phones to play quizzes and read stories with interactive features [38], and the sending of audio-visual breast cancer information to patients’ PDAs during their course of treatments [39].

Learning and teaching support refers to activities that coordinate learners and organize learning resources [29]. Mobile devices could help teachers for organising teaching schedules, materials, and students’ data more effectively. Examples of mobile devices which support learning and teaching are teachers using PDAs to keep students’ record of participation, scores and make lesson plans [40].

It would be beyond the scope of this paper to offer an in-depth account of all the learning theories and research studies of mobile learning. Yet, the above summary of the major theories and examples of mobile learning offers some theoretical background for exploring the cases of Shakespeare apps. Our project examines 100 Shakespeare apps. The data were collected in July 2012 from the App Store from iTunes.

V. LEARNING WITH SHAKESPEARE APPS — CS HAMLET

This section shows an example of learning Shakespeare with mobile technologies based on learning theories discussed in the previous section. This example was selected because they support novel and interesting learning activities of Shakespeare which are different from the tradition learning in classrooms. Playing computer games is popular among young adults and gaming can encourage thinking, reflecting and creativity [38] Behaviorist learning is embodied in the
achieved through association and reinforcement [44]. In CS
app CS Hamlet. As aforementioned, behaviorist learning
concerns with the stimulus and response so that learning is
achieved through association and reinforcement [44]. In CS
Hamlet, the questions related to the story Hamlet are
constructed as the primary stimulus, and the multiple choices
are regarded as the secondary stimulus. Students are required
to associate the questions and the answers as a pair. Such
association, in turn reinforces their understanding of Hamlet.
CS Hamlet, at that same time, reinforces students’ understanding
by offering response, an audio feedback signaling the correctness of the students’ trial.

Noteworthy is that CS Hamlet is designed in the form of
educational game. Game-learning has long been recognized as
one of the features in helping students learn. For example,
Dempsey et al. have studied the use of stimulation, adventure,
arcade, board, puzzle and word games for promoting
problem-solving and decision-making skills, linked to
specific topics [45]. Designed in arcade mode with restricted
numbers of trails (Fig. 1), as indicated by the bullets in the left
hand corner, question in CS Hamlet is inter-related with each
character in Hamlet and the difficulties of each question
increase progressively. Such game design is in line with [46]
about challenges in game learning where challenges are
introduced gradually. As the challenges progress, students
could acknowledge development of the main characters
throughout the story. Fig. 1 illustrates the progression of
challenging.

Students learning through educational apps embodied with
a behaviourist learning theory therefore engage in gameplay
cycle with ‘repeated judgment-behaviour-feedback loops’ [47]
where judgment are made based on their built-in knowledge
of Hamlet as well as the scenarios, questions and feedback put
forward in the game.

VI. CONCLUSION AND IMPLICATIONS

The above illustration presents our pilot study of
Shakespeare apps in relation to the learning theories. Further
case studies in our project show that mobile apps could
facilitate teaching and learning. This project raises the
awareness of learning Shakespeare through mobile apps to
learners, teachers and apps designers. Learning will gradually
extend beyond the classroom and embedded in learner’s real
and virtual environments [29]. Regarding teaching
Shakespeare, teachers could recommend the use of
Shakespeare apps to students so as to reinforce and encourage
learning from a multiple pedagogical perspectives outside
classroom. Instructional designers and educators could be
informed about the potential of apps as learning tools for
students. The study informs apps developers into ways of
designing mobile applications with multiple learning
perspectives.

Mobile apps challenge the established pedagogical
practices and the effectiveness of traditional materials. The
 technological affordances of mobile apps and appropriate
learning theories allow teachers and students to adopt mobile
learning in an innovative way [48]. This study has illuminated
the potential for using mobile apps to learn Shakespeare in an
innovative way. Within classrooms, how teachers incorporate
Shakespeare apps into their teaching activities would be an

issue of discussion. We must ensure that the English
Language Arts teaching can include mobile apps as a practice
in productive ways [29] so that students could learn
Shakespeare from multiple dimensions. The following
research directions are worthwhile for further consideration:
1) What are the best mobile-learning activities for learning
Shakespeare?
2) Do Shakespeare apps increase student motivation? If yes,
why do teachers/students find useful?
3) How can Shakespeare apps enable more engagement and
interactivity in classrooms?
4) Could Shakespeare apps complement Hong Kong
Diploma of Secondary Education (HKDSE)
Examination curriculum from ELA teachers’ point of
view?
5) How do Shakespeare apps change teacher pedagogy?
6) How can we best enhance learning by exploiting mobile
technologies to designing ELA material?

In addition to the above considerations, ways to enhancing
students’ understandings and interpretation of Shakespeare
apps merit closer investigation. One of the possible
approaches would be analysing Shakespeare apps from a
multimodal perspective so as to examine the meaning-making
resources construed by the apps. Multimodality regards
“representation, communication and interaction” as more than
just language [49]. There is a growing interest among
professionals, academics, and students in multimodality [49]
because of the considerable social change in contemporary
society in which new needs and access to information and
knowledge, and linkages across local and global boundaries
are arising in society. These changes are closely related to the
advancement of technologies and visual representational
methods which have created a great effect on the
communication landscape of the twenty-first century [49].
The modern world has developed into “a visual phenomenon”
that combines “looking, seeing and knowing” [50]. Bhatia,
Flowerdew and Jones [51] also state that multimodality is
especially crucial when analysing electronic media.

Especially on mobile apps, various modes of presentation are
converged with text, visual images, graphic design, sound
video and animations. The “increasing interest in
multimodality” [49] suggests the importance of integrating
multimodality analysis into the investigation of Shakespeare
apps. We believe that multimodal analysis of Shakespeare
apps could be conducted in the following ways:
1) How do the multimodal resources in ELA apps facilitate
teaching and learning of Shakespeare apps?
2) What are some of the frequently occurring visual
resources in Shakespeare apps?

We believe that Shakespeare apps could be analysed from a
multidimensional approach. English Language Arts teachers
and learners would benefit from the research outcomes from
this paper.
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